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Abstracts (<250 words) 

[1] Jupiter’s auroral parameters are estimated from observations by a spectrometer EXCEED 

(Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroscope for Exospheric Dynamics) onboard JAXA‟s Earth-orbiting 

planetary space telescope Hisaki. EXCEED provides continuous auroral spectra covering the 

wavelength range over 80–148 nm from the whole northern polar region. The auroral electron 

energy is estimated using a hydrocarbon color ratio adopted for the wavelength range of 

EXCEED, and the emission power in the long wavelength range 138.5–144.8 nm is used as an 

indicator of total emitted power before hydrocarbon absorption and auroral electron energy 

flux. The quasi-continuous observations by Hisaki provide the auroral electron parameters and 

their relation under different auroral activity levels. Short- (within < one planetary rotation) 

and long-term (> one planetary rotation) enhancements of auroral power accompany increases 

of the electron number flux rather than the electron energy variations. The relationships 

between the auroral electron energy (~70–400 keV) and flux (10
26

–10
27

 /s, 0.08–0.9 μA/m
2
) 

estimated from the observations over a 40-day interval are in agreement with field-aligned 

acceleration theory when incorporating probable magnetospheric parameters. Applying the 

electron acceleration theory to each observation point, we explore the magnetospheric source 

plasma variation during these power-enhanced events. Possible scenarios to explain the 

derived variations are (i) an adiabatic variation of the magnetospheric plasma under a 

magnetospheric compression and/or plasma injection, and (ii) a change of the dominant auroral 

component from the main emission (main aurora) to the emission at the open-closed boundary. 

(238 words) 
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1. Introduction 

[2] Various magnetospheric regions may be mapped via the magnetic field onto a planetary 

upper atmosphere––specifically, to atmospheric regions which harbor auroral emissions. The 

spatial distribution and principal features of Jupiter‟s aurorae consists of the moon foot-print 

emissions, low-latitude emissions, the main auroral emission (main oval), and high latitude 

polar emissions, as we moved from the low to high latitudes [e.g., Grodent, 2014]. The main 

auroral emission is related with the plasma corotation-enforcement current responsible for 

transport of angular momentum from the planetary neutral atmosphere through the ionosphere 

to the magnetospheric plasma. Auroral emissions from Jupiter‟s polar region, enclosed by the 

main aurora, are suggested to reflect magnetospheric reconnection events and associated 

plasma flows [e.g., Grodent et al., 2004], emissions at the open-closed boundary and cusp 

[Pallier and Prangé, 2004], and short term bursts at the dayside cusp [e.g., Waite et al., 2001]. 

[3] Jupiter‟s aurorae are detected in various wavelengths which are sensitive to different 

processes [e.g., Badman et al., 2014]. Ultraviolet (UV) emissions are from atmospheric H2 and 

H excited by precipitating auroral electrons. The far-UV (FUV) color ratio (CR), defined as the 

ratio of the intensity of a waveband unabsorbed by hydrocarbons to that of an absorbed one, is 

usually used to estimate the auroral electron energy from Jupiter‟s auroral emission [e.g., 

Gérard et al., 2003; 2014]. Since the precipitating electrons of higher energy can reach lower 

altitudes, the CR increases with electron energy. Applying this method to the observed Jovian 

aurorae, Gustin et al. [2004] revealed a positive correlation between the mean electron energy 

(30–200 keV) and the electron flux density (~0.04–0.4 μA m
-2

) of a Maxwellian distribution in 
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the form of a square root law, and they explained this dependence using Knight‟s acceleration 

theory [Knight, 1973]. Their fitting of the Knight relation suggests the obtained profiles are 

well within the magnetospheric parameter ranges observed by Voyager, i.e., a source electron 

temperature of ~2.5 keV with density of 0.001–0.01 cm
-3

. The high latitude auroral emission 

has two components: one has properties close to those of the main aurora (~0.05–0.2 μA m
-2

) 

and the other reflects electrons with smaller flux (~0.01–0.03 μA m
-2

) in the similar mean 

energy range of 30–200 keV. A recent auroral model including energetic electrons proposes an 

updated energy-CR relation to find that energetic electrons precipitate into not only the polar 

region but also non-uniformly along the main auroral region [Gérard et al., 2014]. Auroral 

acceleration theories have also been adapted specifically to the jovian environment. One of 

these is a theoretical estimation by Cowley [2006] including relativistic effects which would be 

adequate for the very energetic (~100 keV) electrons sometimes detected at Jupiter, and which 

is compared by Gustin et al. [2006] with the bright auroral structure called dawn storms 

occasionally observed in the dawnside main oval. The current-voltage relation estimated from 

a Vlasov model applied to Jupiter indicates that the field-aligned currents are limited due to 

plasma confinement by the centrifugal force and the onset of a resulting ambipolar potential 

drop, which causes deviation from the Knight relation [e.g., Ray et al., 2009]. The Knight 

relation is well approximated by a linear explanation when the parallel potential drop Φ// is 

much larger than source electron energy kBT0, and the ratio between these two quantities 

remains small compared to the mirror ratio RM, i.e., 1 << eΦ// / kBT0 << RM, where e is 

elementary charge. 
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[4] The relation between current (electron flux) and voltage (electron energy) has been tested in 

other planetary environments as well. Those parameters estimated from Saturn‟s aurora are 

also consistent with the Knight relation based on the observed plasma parameters at Saturn‟s 

magnetospheric equator [Tao et al., 2014]. Various observation methods at Earth have shown 

both agreement and disagreement with the Knight relation [Morooka et al., 2004, and 

references therein]: the parallel conductance and field-aligned current measured at and above 

the field-aligned acceleration region are larger than those expected from the Knight relation 

due to the contribution of low energy electrons [Sakanoi et al., 1995; Morooka et al., 2004], 

while the current density determined by observations below the acceleration region is 

consistent with the Knight relation [e.g., Shiokawa et al., 1990]. 

[5] The spectrometer EXCEED (Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroscope for Exospheric Dynamics) 

[Yoshioka et al., 2013; Yoshikawa et al., 2014; Yamazaki et al., 2014] onboard JAXA‟s 

Earth-orbiting planetary telescope Hisaki monitors extreme UV (EUV) emissions from the 

Jovian aurora and Io plasma torus. Quasi-continuous observations over 40 min of every 106 

min Hisaki orbit were conducted from December 2013 to April 2014. In addition, Hubble 

Space Telescope (HST) observations were also carried out during the first half of January 2014. 

Hisaki/EXCEED succeeded to detect sporadic, large (up to a factor of three) auroral power 

enhancements lasting less than 1 planetary rotation, as well as longer-term variations. The 

former are associated with auroral low latitude intensifications detected in the HST images 

[Kimura et al., 2015]. The latter are mostly accompanied by solar wind dynamic pressure 

enhancements. These longer-term enhancements are seen both in the power at wavebands 
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unabsorbed by hydrocarbons as well as that of an absorbed one in many cases (Tao et al., 

submitted to the same issue, hereafter referred to as Paper 1). 

[6] In this study, we estimate the auroral electron energy and flux using the FUV CR method 

and explore further the magnetospheric plasma parameters using the Hisaki/EXCEED 

observations, in order to clarify the cause of auroral variations. HST/STIS (Space Telescope 

Imaging Spectrograph) spatially-resolved images are also utilised to derive a reference auroral 

area in the estimation procedure. EXCEED covers a different spectral range to STIS, so we 

define a CR for the EXCEED spectral analysis and obtain a CR-energy relation which is 

consistent with the previous CR for HST [Gérard et al., 2014]. The datasets and auroral 

parameter estimations are described in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Section 4 describes the 

time variation of the derived auroral parameters and relationships between these parameters. 

Section 5 discusses the effects of assumptions used in the auroral parameter estimation, the 

derived current-voltage relation, and the possible explanations for these variations. 

Conclusions of this study are outlined in Section 6. 

2. Datasets 

[7] The datasets are the same as those used in Paper 1. Here we summarise important aspects 

related to the observations. 

[8] EXCEED counts EUV photons as a function of spatial slit position and wavelength 

dispersion. A dataset was taken by using the dumbbell-shaped slit which detects emissions 

from the Io plasma torus and Jupiter‟s northern polar region simultaneously. The slit width at 
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the polar region is 20 arcsec in the north-south direction (along Jupiter‟s rotation axis) with the 

effective spatial resolution along the slit (dawn-dusk direction) of 17 arcsec [Yoshikawa et al., 

2014] and a pointing accuracy of ±2 arcsec. The auroral signal in slit cells covering 20 arcsec at 

specific wavelength ranges (described in Section 3) is integrated to yield the total emission 

from the northern polar region in this analysis. The red solid lines in Figure 1a shows the 

coverage of EXCEED auroral aperture in the north hemisphere. EXCEED detects auroral 

emission over 80–148 nm wavelength range, covering part of the H2 Lyman (B  X) and 

Werner (C  X) band emissions with a resolution of 0.3 nm full width at half maximum 

(FWHM). Figure 1b shows an example spectrum taken on 2 January 2014. Here we analyze 

data from 21 December 2013 to 31 January 2014 when the EXCEED time coverage was 

maximum. 

[9] The HST observations (ID: GO13035) acquired FUV images and spectra of Jupiter‟s 

northern aurora using the FUV-MAMA detector of STIS. Auroral images were taken using the 

SrF2 long-pass filter to detect H2 emission in the 125–170 nm wavelength range with 0.08 

arcsec resolution. The 52 arcsec long × 0.5 arcsec wide
 
slit with the G140L grating provides 

imaging spectra over 110–170 nm with ~1.2 nm resolution. On each HST orbit, observations 

were made in the following sequence, image (700 sec), spectra (200 sec), and image (736 sec), 

using time-tag mode. We use time-integrated spectrum and images over each interval in this 

analysis. This sequence was repeated during 14 HST orbits spaced over two weeks. The 

observation date, time, and central meridional longitude (CML) are summarized in Table 1 of 

Paper 1. Figure 1a shows the HST image and slit position (white vertical line) for the spectrum 
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obtained on the same HST orbit shown by the black line of Figure 1b. Except for the 

geo-coronal emission range (e.g., around 121.6 nm Lyman-α) and the spectral edges, the 

spectra observed by EXCEED and STIS match well, although their apertures, covering the 

whole northern polar region for EXCEED and integration over the slit for STIS, are different. 

[10] The lack of a solar wind monitor near Jupiter during the Hisaki observations is 

compensated by employing a one-dimensional (1D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model 

which propagates the observed solar wind conditions around Earth to Jupiter [Tao et al., 2005]. 

We use OMNI 1-hour data as the input solar wind data. During the observations from 21 

December 2013 to January 2014 of interest here, Jupiter was located at opposition on 6 January 

and the Earth-Sun-Jupiter angle was small enough (< 50°) to estimate the arrival time of solar 

wind pressure enhancements with good, ~1 day accuracy. 

3. Parameter Estimations 

3.1 Color Ratio 

[11] We use the typical FUV CR for STIS spectra defined as 

 CRSTIS = I (155–162 nm) / I (123–130 nm)  ,     

 (1) 

where I is the height-integrated intensity of the emission, in units of either kR or photons/sec. 

We use the relation between electron energy and CRSTIS proposed by Gérard et al. [2014] 

(called the “atmosphere model 2” case there) to estimate the electron energy, which is shown 

by the black line in Figure 1c. This relation is obtained based on mono-energetic auroral 
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electron precipitation into a model atmosphere using a Monte Carlo method, including the 

cross sections extended up to relativistic electron energies. The derived electron 

energy–CREXCEED relation is specific to the choice of auroral electron distribution, atmospheric 

model, and methane altitude distribution. For example, a Maxwellian precipitating electron 

distribution could modify the estimated mean energy to be 50 keV instead of 79 keV for a 

monoenergetic population for CR = 1.5 [Gérard et al., 2014]. The dependence of the relation on 

this choice is described using other relations in Section 5.1. 

[12] EXCEED covers the wavelength range upto 148 nm and thus CRSTIS is not directly 

applicable. An alternative CREXCEED is newly defined as 

 CREXCEED = I (138.5–144.8 nm) / I (126.3–130 nm) .     

 (2) 

We select these two wavelength ranges for CREXCEED using the following criteria: (i) the 

absorption cross section of dominant absorber CH4 is different enough in the two wavelength 

ranges (specifically, the ratio of the CH4 absorption cross section averaged over 126.3–130 nm 

wavelength to that averaged over 138.5–144.8 nm is ~19), (ii) H2 self-absorption is not 

effective at these wavelengths, i.e., >120 nm [e.g., Gustin et al., 2013], and (iii) EXCEED has 

good sensitivity with an effective area more than ~0.7 cm
2
 (Figure 11 of Yoshikawa et al. 

[2014]). 

[13] The relation between CREXCEED and auroral electron energy is derived consistently with 

the CRSTIS method by referring to the absorption cross section of methane (blue line in Figure 
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1b), as previously proposed by Gustin et al. [2002]. The observed spectral intensity including 

absorption by dominant absorber CH4 can be expressed in terms of the absorption cross section 

σ of CH4, the CH4 column density NCH4, and the unabsorbed height-integrated spectrum 

intensity I’ as 

 I (138.5–144.8 nm) = I’ (138.5–144.8 nm) exp(-NCH4 σ (138.5–144.8 nm)) .   

 (3) 

Using this and similar relations for other wavelength cases, we obtain expressions for the color 

ratio as 

 CRSTIS   = I (155–162 nm) / I (123–130 nm)  

         = I’ (155–162 nm) / I’ (123–130 nm) exp{-NCH4 (σ (155–162 nm) - σ (123–130 nm))}, (4) 

 CREXCEED = I (138.5–144.8 nm) / I (126.3–130 nm) 

         = I’ (138.5–144.8 nm) / I’ (126.3–130 nm) exp{-NCH4 (σ (138.5–144.8 nm) - σ (126.3–130 nm))}.

 (5) 

Substituting NCH4 obtained from equation (4) into equation (5), 

 CREXCEED = I’ (138.5–144.8 nm) / I’ (126.3–130 nm) × {CRSTIS I’ (123–130 nm) / I’ (155–162 nm)}
β

 (6a) 

 β ≡ (σ (138.5–144.8 nm) - σ (126.3–130 nm))/ (σ (155–162 nm) - σ (123–130 nm)),  

 (6b) 
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where I’ (155–162 nm) / I’ (123–130 nm) = 1.1 [e.g., Gérard et al., 2014], I’ (138.5–144.8 nm) / I’ (126.3–130 nm) 

= 0.59 (estimated using the STIS spectra), and σ (126.3–130 nm) = 1.73×10
-17

 cm
2
, σ (138.5–144.8 nm) = 

5.70×10
-19

 cm
2
, σ (123–130 nm) = 1.74×10

-17
 cm

2
, and σ (155–162 nm) = 5.33×10

-24
 cm

2
 are derived 

from Parkinson et al. [2006]. This value of CREXCEED can then be related to the electron energy 

through the corresponding value of CRSTIS, as shown by the red line in Figure 1c. Since these 

definitions involve intensity in units of counts or kR, a factor of (144.8+138.5)/(130+126.3) = 

1.10 or (155+162)/(130+123) = 1.25, which is a transformation from a photon number flux to 

an energy flux referring to the averaged wavelength in each band, is multiplied to the ratio of 

intensities in power units for EXCEED and STIS cases, respectively. 

3.2 Estimations of Total Power and Flux 

[14] The auroral electron energy flux is estimated using the power at less absorbed 

wavelengths 138.5–144.8 nm for EXCEED analysis. The conversions factor from power 

measured in this band to total power over 70–180 nm is estimated according to a spectral model 

based on Tao et al. [2011]. This model additionally includes the B‟ and D states are added with 

all transition coefficients [Fantz and Wünderlich, 2006], assuming the ratio of production rate 

of states B:C:B‟:D = 1:0.9:0.16:0.15 based on Perry et al. [1999]. The total emission power 

over 138.5–144.8 nm for EXCEED is multiplied by 44.4 to convert into total power over 

70–180 nm. According to the conversion rate of input electron energy to UV emission, ~10% 

[e.g., Waite et al., 1983], the parameter is again multiplied by 10 to obtain the total input 

electron energy associated with the precipitating electrons entering the atmosphere. 

3.3 Estimation of Auroral Area 
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[15] Knowledge of the emitting auroral area is required to estimate the electron flux values. 

Hisaki/EXCEED data contains emission from the whole northern polar region facing Earth. 

The observed auroral region (and therefore power) vary with CML. As in Figure 4 of Paper 1, 

the CML dependence of the observed auroral power is well correlated with the length of the 

region in the northern ionosphere mapping to an L-value of 30 of the VIP4 magnetic field 

model with a ring current referring to Table 4 of Connerney et al. [1998]. Therefore, we use a 

strip in the ionosphere along the latitudes corresponding to L=30 as an indicator of the auroral 

area. This assumes that all auroral power comes from this strip. 

[16] For simplicity, we evaluate the effective width of the strip from the total number of pixels 

in the HST/STIS images which provide the same emitted power as the EXCEED observations. 

Since the wavelength ranges and filters are different, the intensities observed by STIS and 

EXCEED are converted into the total emitted power over 70–180 nm. We use the conversion 

factor provided by Gustin et al. [2012] for STIS image data. They provide the coefficients to 

convert from counts per second detected by STIS with the SrF2 filter to total emission power 

over 70–180 nm as a function of CRSTIS. Using the CRSTIS value determined from the main 

auroral oval for each spectrum taken during the same HST orbit, a conversion coefficient is 

determined for each image. We calculate the integrated power from a single image with various 

integration ranges; for example, we integrate power in the pixels which contain the intensity 

larger than a certain limit called “minimum intensity”, e.g., 0.1 (0.02) count/sec, to find the 

integrated power, e.g., ~460 (2300) GW for the case shown in Figure 2a. This integrated power 

is obtained with various “minimum intensities” as shown in Figure 2a. This decreasing profile 
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shows two structures, above and below the bump at the count rate ~0.03 count s
-1

. The pixels 

with higher count rate correspond to the aurora, while the smaller is due to disk emission. The 

total power observed by EXCEED is also converted into power over 70–180 nm using that 

measured at 138.5–144.8 nm, as described in Section 3.2. 

[17] Using the 70–180 nm power estimates, the comparison of the auroral power from an 

EXCEED observation close in time to an HST image with a similar CML thus provides a 

specific minimum power for each image. Then we add up the „auroral‟ pixels exceeding this 

minimum power for 14 × 2 images (two images are taken for each orbit), as shown as a 

function of CML in Figure 2b. The number of „auroral‟ pixels determined in this way varies 

over (2–7) × 10
4
 pixels. The uppermost two points were taken on day of year (DOY) 11, 

corresponding to the EXCEED short-term power enhancement. The solid line in Figure 2b 

shows the CML profile obtained from the main auroral latitudes corresponding to a dipole 

L-value of 30 in the VIP4 magnetic field model [Connerney et al. 1998], multiplied by the 

width of 1250 km and divided by the HST pixel area on Jupiter. The observations are well 

within ±40% variation from this line as shown by dotted and dot-dashed line. Figure 2c shows 

the variation of auroral „width‟ for each HST image, determined by assuming all the auroral 

pixels presented in Figure 2b come from the main oval strip as described. The mean value of 

the width is ~1250 km and the standard deviation over 28 points is 256 km. The auroral latitude 

is simply represented by that of the main aurora, so other structures such as polar emission 

would increase the effective emitting area, in addition to modification by non-uniform main 

aurora. In this estimation, we do not subtract the background emission in HST/STIS images, 
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which leads to over-estimation of the minimum count and under-estimation of the auroral area. 

Despite this simplified estimation, the derived value, 1250 km (~1° latitude), is a nominal 

width of the main oval region, which is in agreement with HST imaging observations. We 

adopt this value for all EXCEED data analysis (except for Figures 7 and 8). 

[18] Using the effective auroral width of 1250 km multiplied by the CML-dependent length of 

a L-value of 30 in the VIP4 magnetic field model visible to the observer, we convert the 

spatially integrated emission value into values per unit area. The ambiguity in the modeled 

auroral location in latitude would not affect the estimated area because the same previous 

auroral latitude profile (used above and in Figure 2c) is used in this part of the analysis. The 

effect of the simple assumption of constant emitting area is evaluated in Section 5.1.  

3.4 Estimation of Parameters per Unit Area 

[19] Once the mean electron energy and electron energy flux are derived, the number flux is 

obtained from the latter parameter divided by the former. This number flux is then multiplied 

by the elementary electronic charge to obtain the current density. 

3.5 Acceleration Theories 

[20] Following the previous investigation for Jupiter‟s aurora by Gustin et al. [2004, 2006], we 

compare the estimated auroral electron flux-energy relation (derived from observations) with 

auroral acceleration theories by comparing the estimated electron flux to the theoretical 

field-aligned current and the electron energy to the theoretical field-aligned potential drop. 
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Here we refer to the Knight relation [Knight, 1973] and two extended relations for Jupiter by 

Cowley [2006] and Ray et al. [2009] as described in the introduction. 

[21] Under the approximation of infinite mirror ratio, the Knight relation provides the potential 

drop Φ// along the field line required to reach the necessary current density j// outside of the 

ionosphere and the energy flux Ef as [Cowley and Bunce, 2001; Gustin et al., 2004] 
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where j//0 and Ef0 are the current density and energy flux carried by precipitating 

magnetospheric electrons without acceleration, respectively, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. 

These can be expressed in terms of the magnetospheric plasma density N0 and the thermal 

energy, which is assumed to have an isotropic Maxwellian distribution with temperature T0, as 
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Figure 3 shows the relationship between the potential drop, auroral electron energy flux, and 

number flux (current density) estimated from the Knight relation (black lines) for several 
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magnetospheric source densities. Since the accelerated electron energy, >several tens of keV, 

is much larger than the thermal energy of the source magnetospheric plasma kBT0 ~ 2.5 keV, 

we simply compare Φ// with the accelerated electron energy inferred from the color ratio 

analysis. 

[22] One extended model provides the relation including relativistic effects [Cowley, 2006]. 

Here we refer to one approximation which provides the largest deviation from the original 

relations (Eqs. (7) and (8)) under the limit B/B0  ∞, where B0 and B are respectively the 

magnetic field strength before and after passing the acceleration regions, represented as 
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where c is the light velocity, and the source distribution j//0 and Ef0 are well represented by the 

non-relativistic formulae of Eqs. (9) and (10). The relationships between the derived 

parameters from this theory, using the same magnetospheric source parameters, are shown by 

the red lines in Figure 3. 

[23] The other additional model is the current choke analytical form derived by Ray et al. 

[2009] based on a kinetic Vlasov model represented as 
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 (13) 

where R1 = 16 (in this study), j//1, and kBT1 are the magnetic mirror ratio, current density, and 

electron distribution temperature defined at the top of acceleration region, and j//1 is provided 

by the same formula as Eq. (9) except we substitute N1 and T1 in place of N0 and T0, 

respectively. The relationships between parameters according to this theory using the same 

plasma source parameters, for simplicity, are shown by the blue lines in Figure 3. The energy 

flux is estimated by the potential drop multiplied by the current density. Using this relation, the 

current density (hence energy flux) saturates for increasing potential drop. 

4. Results 

4.1 Derived Auroral Electron Parameters 

[24] Figure 4 shows time variations of the auroral power observed by EXCEED and estimated 

parameters from 21 December 2013 (this date corresponds to day of year (DOY) -10 of the 

year 2014, where DOY 1 is 1 January 2014 and DOY 0 is 31 December 2013) to 31 January 

2014 (DOY 31). The auroral powers shown and those used to determine CREXCEED in this paper 

have had subtracted from them a 5-day running average of those for which 0° < CML < 30° in 

order to exclude the solar backscatter from Jupiter‟s surface. These CML values in the range 

0°–30° correspond to the orientations for which the northern oval is least visible. We use data 

integrated over 10 minutes. The power emitted at wavelengths 138.5–144.8 nm (Figure 4a) and 

126.3–130 nm (Figure 4b) show variations over several time scales, as reported in Paper 1. One 
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is the 10-hour planetary rotation period. In addition, there are two different types of 

enhancement: one is short-term, occurring within one rotation, on DOY 4, 11, and 14 [Kimura 

et al., 2015]. The other one is long-term (several rotations) at DOY -10– -6, DOY 1–2, and 

DOY 17–27. Short- (enhancement within one rotation) and long-term (more than one rotation) 

variations are shown by the orange and light-blue colors, respectively, excluding the 

intermittent observation during DOY-10–-7 shown by the blue color. Neither the CREXCEED 

(Figure 4c) nor the estimated electron energy (Figure 4d) show a clear trend with these power 

variations, while there are more obvious enhancements in the electron flux (Figure 4f). For 

example, the electron energy during the short-term power enhancement on DOY 14 remains 

~160 keV, which is comparable to or rather smaller than the values of 130–240 keV before or 

after the event, while the total electron number flux (Figure 4f) of >10
27

 s
-1

 or flux density 

(Figure 4g) of >5×10
12

 m
-2

 s
-1

 is larger than those, <~4×10
26

 s
-1

 or 2×10
12

 m
-2 

s
-1

, before or after 

the event. For the long-term variations, flux enhancements are clearly seen until DOY -5, DOY 

1–2, DOY 17–20, and DOY 21–27, while small energy enhancements are also seen in the DOY 

1–2 and DOY 17–20 events. Comparing with the solar wind dynamic pressure at Jupiter 

estimated using a model (Figure 4i), these long-term variations show a good correspondence 

with dynamic pressure variations. 

4.2 Electron Parameter Relationships 

[25] The relationships between the electron energy flux, energy, and number flux (or current 

density) of the observed values are shown by the diamonds in Figure 5. The electron energy 

increases with energy flux in the range 0–50 mW m
-2

, and then the energy remains <200 keV 
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for 100–200 mW m
-2

 range (Figure 5a). The current density or number flux increases with 

energy flux almost linearly (Figure 5b). The energy and current density relation (Figure 5c) 

appears to be made up of three components: electrons with energy 100–200 keV for large 

current density >0.4 μA m
-2

, high energy electrons >250 keV for small current density ~0.2 μA 

m
-2

, and a less clear correlation for the smaller current density and energy case. Following 

Gustin et al. [2004], who compared HST observations of Jupiter‟s main aurora with the Knight 

acceleration theory, we add lines showing the relationships for  the same parameters as they 

considered, i.e., magnetospheric plasma temperature kBT0 = 2.5 keV and density N0 = 0.0026 

cm
-3

 (solid line), 0.001 cm
-3

 (dashed), and 0.01 cm
-3

 (dot-dashed). It seems these upper and 

lower density cases restrict the observed parameters well. The points during the short- and 

long-term variations seen in Figure 4 are again shown by the orange and light-blue colors, 

respectively. Compared to other periods, both types of event correspond to electron energy of 

100–200 keV with large energy flux >50 mW m
-2

 and large current density >0.4 μA m
-2

 parts, 

as seen in Figures 4d–4f. 

[26] Although the obtained parameters represent the auroral emission integrated over the 

whole northern polar region, EXCEED has good time coverage. Next we show the time 

variation of these relations focusing on the short- and long-term power variations as seen in 

Figure 5. Figure 6a shows the time variation of emitted power at wavelength of 138.5–144.8 

nm for the event observed on DOY14. Each event is categorized into several time steps: before 

the power enhancement (blue), during the power enhancement (red and orange) and power 
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decreasing phases or after enhancements (yellow, green, and light-blue). Two short-term and 

two long-term events are shown in Figures 6a–6d and Figures 6e–6h, respectively. 

[27] Before the DOY 14 (Figure 6b) short-term event, the auroral electron energy and energy 

fluxes are distributed around the solid line taken from Gustin et al. [2004]. When the auroral 

power increases, the parameters reach ~150 keV and >130 mW m
-2

 (red and orange), followed 

by the similar energy with lower energy flux (light green). Then the parameters, shown by 

green points, are recovered to the similar value with those before the event. The event on DOY 

11 (Figure 6c) shows a less clear but similar variation. The initial enhancement achieves a 

relationship close to the Knight relation shown by the solid line, and then the energy flux 

increases to approach the relation shown by the dot-dashed line. Even after the event, the 

energy flux remains a bit larger than the previous values. A similar trend continues in the 

long-term variation events. Although the trend is less clear in the DOY -7 to -5 case (Figure 6f), 

the DOY 17–20 event (Figure 6h) shows auroral parameters initially lying almost between the 

solid and dashed-line, then an increase in energy flux to approach the dot-dashed line, followed 

by a decrease in energy flux to occupy the region similar to that before the event (light-blue, 

after DOY20.5). 

[28] As in Figures 5 and 6, auroral power variations can be associated with magnetospheric 

parameters in the framework of acceleration theories. Figure 4h shows time series of the 

derived magnetospheric source plasma current density derived from Eq. (7) for an electron 

temperature of 2.5 keV based on Voyager observation [Scudder et al., 1981; Barbosa et al., 

1979], which varies as j//0 × (2.5/kBT0 [keV]). Referring to the derived electron energy for eΦ//, 
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eΦ// ~100 keV >> kBT0 is applied in this estimation. Note that this current density is measured 

just above the ionosphere. This varies from 1–5 nA/m
2
 during the low power intervals up to 

~15 nA/m
2
 for the short- and long-term intensification events. The possible relationships 

between density and temperature are discussed later (Section 5.4). 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Effect of Assumptions on Parameter Estimations and Validation 

[29] In this Section, we discuss the effect of various assumptions on our analysis ― namely, 

the CR-energy relation and assumption of constant auroral area. 

[30] The CR is the ratio of auroral intensities in wavebands with and without strong CH4 

absorption. Therefore variations of the CH4 altitude profile would modulate the CR even if the 

auroral electron energy remained constant. In this study, we assume that the CR reflects the 

electron energy variation. If CH4 is transferred to higher altitude during auroral activity [i.e., 

Perry et al., 1999], then the derived electron energy would be overestimated and thus the 

electron flux underestimated. In this case, the obtained relationships would show a decreasing 

electron energy and increasing number flux to approach the Knight relation for larger N0 

(approaching the dot-dashed line in Figure 5a) or a steeper current-energy flux relation (Figure 

5b), as quantitatively shown in the following test. 

[31] Figure 7 represents the dependence of the relationship between energy flux and energy on 

the CR-energy model. Different CH4 profiles modify this CR-energy model. We check using 

two relations: one from Gérard et al. [2003] (G1), and the other from model 1 of Gérard et al. 
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[2014] (G2), which have different hydrocarbon and electron energy profiles (Maxwellian and 

mono-energetic, respectively). These relations are shown in Figure 7a with the original one, 

model 2 of Gérard et al. [2014], labeled as G3, which is the same as that shown in Figure 1c. 

CREXCEED is estimated from their corresponding CRSTIS by the same method as described in 

Section 3.1. G1 corresponds to the case in which CH4 is transferred upward most efficiently, 

and this CH4 upwelling effect is greater in G2 than G3. The relation between energy flux and 

energy is distributed at a lower-energy range <150 keV for G1 (Figure 7b) and <200 keV for 

G2 (Figure 7c) compared to <300 keV for G3 (Figures 5a or 7e). 

[32] In order to estimate the flux per unit area, we assume an auroral emission area 

corresponding to the main auroral oval region, which varies relative to the observer, i.e., the 

Earth, with Jupiter‟s rotation. As described in the Section 3.3, comparison with the HST 

images shows the variation of the area up to ±40%. The estimated relations between electron 

energy flux and energy for wider (1750 km) and narrower widths (750 km) are shown in 

Figures 7d and 7f, respectively. The absolute value of estimated flux (here energy flux) is 

modified, while the relationships remain. 

[33] As reported by Kimura et al. [2015], some power enhancements seen in EXCEED are 

associated with variation of the auroral area, according to the HST images. Here we 

quantitatively check this variable effect on the derived relationships of auroral parameters. We 

assume the auroral width to be constant only while the northern aurora faces the Earth (< one 

planetary rotation). This assumption would be reasonable according to the previous HST 

continuous observations (e.g., Figure 6 of Nichols et al. [2009]). Figures 8b–8d are updated 
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relationships obtained from replacing the constant width 1250 km by the auroral strip width of 

each HST image for the parameter estimation from EXCEED observations in the same auroral 

aperture (as in Section 3.3 and Figure 2c). The power enhanced events (red points) occupy 

larger energy flux and current density regions with more restricted mean energy of 100–160 

keV compared to the other intervals (orange), as in the constant width analysis (Figure 5). 

Therefore, the variation of auroral parameter relations appears valid even if the auroral area 

(morphology) varies temporally from event to event. 

5.2 H2 Self-absorption Effect 

[34] As discussed by Livengood and Moos [1990], these CR variations are caused either/both 

by (i) electron energy variation and (ii) atmospheric, especially hydrocarbon profile, variations. 

This ambiguity also exists in our analysis, as discussed above (Section 5.1). One possible way 

to distinguish these two effects is a comparison with the H2 self-absorption effect [Gustin et al., 

2009]. The H2 column density above the emission, which is detectable from the H2 

self-absorption effect, reflects how deeply the auroral electrons penetrate into the atmosphere. 

Since H2 is the dominant atmospheric component, this method is independent of its 

atmospheric profile. Gustin et al. [2009] constrained the H2 column density and vibrational 

temperature from the H2 self-absorption effect using the high-resolved (~0.2 Å) spectra but 

could not constrain them from low-resolution (~5.5 Å) spectra. We examined EXCEED 

spectra with ~3 Å resolution but found that this H2 self-absorption method is not applicable to 

constrain the H2 density, i.e., electron energy. 

5.3 Current-Voltage Relation 
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[35] We consider three acceleration theories. The current-choke relation seems to fit better for 

the polar dominant case as in Paper 1, i.e., when a larger increase in electron energy with 

energy flux is observed (Figure 5b of Paper 1 and blue solid line of Figure 3a). On the other 

hand, the linear increase of current density with energy flux (Figure 5b) is different from any 

models considered here. The relativistic effect should not be ignored for large electron energy, 

~ a few 100s keV, as suggested by Cowley [2006]. The estimated relation suggests that the 

kinetic energy flux increases as the cube of the minimum potential or energy (red line of Figure 

3a), and number flux increases more with energy flux than in the non-relativistic case (red line 

of Figure 3b). This trend is close to the observed linear trend at 40–80 mW/m
2
 during enhanced 

events detected by EXCEED (color points of Figure 5b). 

5.4 Time Variation 

[36] According to the auroral electron acceleration theory, auroral power enhancements are 

associated with increase of j//0 (2.5/kBT0 [keV]), where j//0 is the current density which 

magnetospheric electrons can convey without acceleration. Using the relation of Eq. (9), this 

scaled current density increases linearly with the magnetospheric plasma density and decreases 

with source electron temperature as      
    , as shown by a contour map showing this 

dependence on the density and temperature (Figure 9). At the auroral-enhanced events, the 

value j//0 (2.5/kBT0 [keV]) increases from ~3 up to ~15 nA/m
2
 on DOY 14 and 17 (Figure 4h). 

There are possible physical explanations for the density and temperature variations responsible 

for variation of the current density. We discuss now those variations associated with two 

possible models. 
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[37] One is an adiabatic change of source plasma under a compression and/or plasma injection 

((i) in Figure 10). The adiabaticity,             , where P is pressure, V is flux tube 

volume (i.e., volume per unit magnetic flux), and γ = 5/3, is taken into consideration as an 

additional constraint. Since the hot plasma mainly contributes to the plasma pressure, P = 

N0kBT0. Mass conservation provides VN0 = constant, for simplicity. Using these relations, we 

obtain the relation, N0
 -2/3

T0 = constant. This constraint on N0 and T0 variations is shown by 

white dotted lines in Figure 9 for five arbitrary constant values. For example, if the initial 

condition is j//0 (2.5/kBT0 [keV]) ~3 at kBT0 ~1.3 keV and N0 ~ 1.5 × 10
3
 m

-3
, these parameters 

can take values along the white dotted line to be j//0 (2.5/kBT0 [keV]) ~15 at kBT0 ~7.5 keV and 

N0 ~ 2 × 10
4
 m

-3
 under this adiabatic variation. The increase of the density by a factor of ~13 

corresponds to a volume variation of ~1/13. An isotropic magnetospheric compression, for 

simplicity, achieves a radial decrease in size with a ratio of (1/13)
1/3

 ~ 0.4. The power enhanced 

event on DOY 17 is associated with the increase of solar wind pressure from 0.01 to 0.4 nPa. 

An empirical model represents the magnetopause distance rmp (Psw) [RJ] = 35.5/ Psw
0.22

, as a 

function of the solar wind pressure Psw in nPa, based on previous spacecraft observations 

[Huddleston et al., 1998; Cowley and Bunce, 2003]. Using this model, rmp changes from 97.7 

to 43.4 RJ in this event. The ratio, 0.44, is comparable with the magnetopause radius variation 

ratio estimated above from a simple isotropic compression model. 

[38] The other explanation is the change of the relative contribution of different auroral 

emission components ((ii) in Figure 10). Theoretical studies of the coupled 

magnetosphere-ionosphere -thermosphere system suggest the increase of auroral power at the 
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open-closed field line boundary with increasing solar wind pressure [Cowley et al., 2007; 

Yates et al., 2014]. This region is magnetically conjugate to a different plasma source in the 

magnetosphere via the magnetic field line compared to the main auroral oval. If we refer to 

electron characteristics of N0 = 2 × 10
3
 m

-3
 and kBT0 = 2.5 keV based on the lower end of the 

density range measured by Voyager [Scudder et al., 1981; Barnhart et al., 2009], j//0 (2.5/kBT0 

[keV]) becomes 3. The electron characteristics at the outer magnetosphere close to the 

open-closed boundary are N0 = 4 × 10
3
 m

-3
 and kBT0 = 0.25 keV based on Ulysses observation 

[Phillips et al., 1993], which provides j//0 (2.5/kBT0 [keV]) ~ 15. Note that these density values 

are the lower end of the observed range, ~20% of the typical value of those referred to by 

Cowley et al. [2007]. The plasma density estimated in this study might be somewhat smoothed 

because the evaluation uses spatial-integrated auroral observations. Despite this limitation, the 

estimated parameter variations from ~3 up to ~15, under changes of the relevant contribution 

of auroral components, are consistent with observed values. 

[39] Large enhancements of the auroral power associated with j//0 (2.5/kBT0 [keV]) increases 

are seen with both short- and long-term variations. For the short-term variation, low latitude 

expansion of the main aurora is detected by the simultaneous HST observation [Kimura et al., 

2015]. This would likely be related with the former, inward injection-like process, as this 

possibility is discussed by Kimura et al. [2015]. 

[40] Finally we raise questions about theoretical and observation studies which are not covered 

in this discussion. For (i), variation of the magnetospheric plasma angular velocity is not 

considered here, which should also impose constraints on the magnetosphere-ionosphere 
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coupled current system and auroral intensity. For (ii), the increase of the total auroral power 

associated with an increase in the relative contribution from aurora at the open-closed 

boundary during the large compression (as observed for the DOY 17 event) is consistent with 

the model proposed by Cowley et al. [2007]. Their modeling investigation showed both 

increase and decrease of the total precipitation energy due to large and small enhancements of 

solar wind pressure, respectively. A statistical investigation to test this behavior using 

EXCEED observations is an avenue for future work, including detailed analysis using high 

spatial-resolution images, e.g., by HST and JUNO, to check these scenarios. 

6. Conclusions 

[41] Auroral energy and flux parameters are derived from the quasi-continuous spectral 

observation by Hisaki/EXCEED. In this estimation, we also refer to the spatially-resolved 

HST/STIS image taken simultaneously on January 2014. The main results from this analysis 

are summarized as follows: 

[42] (1) The enhancements of auroral power over short- and long- duration, associated with and 

without solar wind dynamic pressure enhancements, respectively, are mainly due to variations 

in the electron number flux, rather than the electron energy. 

[43] (2) The relationships between auroral electron parameters are within those predicted by 

the Knight relation and two extended models of auroral acceleration, for the probable ranges of 

magnetospheric parameters. 
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[44] (3) The distribution of the relationships between auroral electron parameters during the 

short- and long-term auroral intensifications are shifted from the other periods: the energy flux 

and current density increases and the mean electron energy is restricted to 100–200 keV. A 

difference between short- and long-term events has not been found so far except for the 

variation in time scale. 

[45] (4) Applying the auroral electron acceleration theory, magnetospheric source plasma 

parameters are estimated. Enhancements of the auroral power are associated with increases of 

the current density contributed by the magnetospheric source plasma. If the magnetospheric 

plasma experiences adiabatic variation under a magnetospheric compression and/or plasma 

injection, both the density and temperature would increase. Another possibility is a change in 

the dominant contributor of auroral power, from the main aurora to the emission at the 

open-closed boundary. The estimated parameter variations are in the low density range of the 

observed magnetospheric plasma. 
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Figure 1. (a) HST/STIS image of Jupiter‟s northern polar region, the position of the STIS slit 

(white vertical line) for spectrum observation on 2 January 2014, and Hisaki/EXCEED auroral 

aperture (area bounded by red lines), (b) auroral spectra taken by HST/STIS integrated over the 

slit (black) and Hisaki/EXCEED (red), and (c) relation between color ratio and mean energy of 

auroral electron. In Figure 1b, gray hatched regions correspond to the H Lyman and He 

emission lines from geocorona. Absorption cross section for the methane is overplotted by blue 

line referring to the right-hand axis. Red and black lines in Figure 1c are the color ratios for 

Hisaki/EXCEED (CREXCEED) and HST/STIS (CRSTIS), respectively, defined by intensity ratio 

of wavelengths shown by horizontal lines in Figure 1b. 
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Figure 2. (a) Total intensity power of HST/STIS image taken on 2 January 2014, as a function 

of the integration minimum intensity. Intensity power from Hisaki/EXCEED close to this 

HST/STIS observation is shown by a horizontal dashed line to find the corresponding 

minimum intensity as a vertical dashed line. (b) Total „auroral‟ pixels exceeding the minimum 

intensity as a function of CML, and (c) estimated width, for all 14 × 2 intervals. In Figure 2b, 

black solid line corresponds to the auroral area with 1250 km width, and dotted and dot-dashed 

lines are those added by +40% and -40%, respectively. Dotted and dot-dashed lines in Figure 

2c are those added by +σ and -σ, respectively, where σ is the variance of 256 km. 
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Figure 3. Relationships (a) between the potential drop and electron energy flux of precipitating 

auroral electrons, (b) between the current density and energy flux, and (c) between the potential 

drop and current density, estimated from acceleration theories. Black line show those from the 

Knight relation with different source populations, kBT0 = 2.5 keV with N0 = 0.0026 /cc (solid 

lines), N0 = 0.001 /cc (dashed lines), and N0 = 0.01 /cc (dot-dashed lines). Red lines are those 

including relativistic effect for B/B0  ∞ case, and blue lines are from the current choke 

analytical form with the mirror ratio R1 = 16 and N1 = N0 case. 
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Figure 4. Time variations of (a) the power emitted at wavelengths 138.5–144.8 nm and (b) 

126.3–130 nm, (c) the color ratio CREXCEED, (d) the auroral electron energy, (e) total 

unabsorbed H2 power over wavelength 70–180 nm, (f) the auroral electron flux and (g) flux 

density, (h) the maximum field-aligned current that can be carried by precipitating 

magnetospheric electrons without field-aligned acceleration for electron temperature kBT0 = 

2.5 keV case, and (i) solar wind dynamic pressure estimated from a 1D MHD model. 

Corresponding current density is shown in the right axis of Figure 4g. Short-term and 

long-term auroral power enhancements are shown in orange and light-blue colors, respectively, 

except for the intermittent observation before DOY-7 as shown in blue. Gray vertical lines of 

Figures 4a–4h show observational errors. 
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Figure 5. Relationships (a) between the mean energy and energy flux of the precipitating 

auroral electrons, (b) between the current density and electron energy flux, and (c) between the 

electron energy and current density, estimated from the 10-min-integrated Hisaki/EXCEED 

observations (black dots) with error bars (gray lines). The Knight relation are shown for 

different source populations, N0 = 0.0026 /cc (solid lines), N0 = 0.001 /cc (dashed lines), and N0 

= 0.01 /cc (dot-dashed lines). Orange and light-blue points are identical short-term and 

long-term auroral power enhancements, respectively, the intermittent observation before 

DOY-7 shown by blue, as in Figure 4. 
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Figure 6. Time variation of auroral power emitted at wavelength 138.5–144.8 nm and temporal 

variation of the relation between the mean energy and energy flux of the precipitating auroral 

electrons around two short-term enhancements on (a)(b) DOY 14 and (c)(d) DOY 11, and two 

long-term enhancements on (e)(f) DOY -7–-5 and (g)(h) DOY 17–20, respectively. Dotted line 

in Figures 6a, 6c, 6e, and 6g are the scaled northern auroral area, as a function of CML at each 

time. Black dots in Figures 6b, 6d, 6f, and 6e are all points from observation from DOY -10 to 

31, and color shows temporal variation corresponding with those colors in Figures 6a, 6c, 6e, 

and 6g, respectively. 
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Figure 7. (a) Relationships between color ratio and mean energy of auroral electron under 

different model settings: Gérard et al. [2003] (light-blue, G1), atmosphere model 1 (blue, G2) 

and model 2 (black, G3) of Gérard et al. [2014] for CRSTIS (solid) and CREXCEED (dashed), and 

estimated relations between energy flux and energy using Hisaki/EXCEED data referring the 

color ratio-energy relations of (b) G1, (c) G2, and G3 with auroral width of (d) 1750 km, (e) 

1250 km, and (f) 750 km. The plotting format is the same with that of Figure 5a except for 

colors corresponding to the energy-CR relations in Figure 7a. 
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Figure 8. Time variations of (a) the power emitted at wavelengths 138.5–144.8 nm and 

relationships (b) between the mean energy and energy flux of the precipitating auroral 

electrons, (c) between the current density and electron energy flux, and (d) between the 

electron energy and current density, estimated from the 10-min-integrated Hisaki/EXCEED 

observations (points) with the error bars (gray lines). Observations during the Jupiter northern 

aurora facing observer just before and after the HST/STIS observations are shown by orange 

color. The power enhanced events among them are shown by red color. Vertical color lines in 

Figure 8a show the timing of HST observations. 
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Figure 9. Contour (color and black lines) of the maximum field-aligned current that can be 

carried by precipitating magnetospheric electrons without field-aligned acceleration multiplied 

by 2.5/(kBT0 [keV]), as functions of number density and temperature at the magnetospheric 

equator. White dotted lines are variable trails of plasma under the adiabatic variation. 
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Figure 10. Possible explanations for the auroral power enhancement events (see the text for 

detail). Schematic of magnetic field lines before and during enhancements are shown by blue 

and red lines, respectively, and stars indicate the location of dominant aurora on the planet. 

 


